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Using the algebraic arguments of Amitsur [I] and Schacher and Small [3], 
and a theorem of Ax and Kochen [2], we show that if 8 ( n or the square 
of an odd prime divides n, then for infinitely many primes p, there is a 
division algebra of characteristic p and dimension n2 over its center which 
is not a crossed product. This supplements the results in [3], which however 
are true for all p. 
Let n be a fixed integer. There is a formula $(a,, ,..., a,-,) of field theory 
s.t. for any field F, the extension K/F obtained by adjoining a root of 
Xfi + ol,+rXn-l + ... + 01,, is a Galois extension iff 4[a,, ,..., ~,-r] is true in F. 
Also, for each group G of order n, there is a formula &(a, ,..., a,-,) s.t. 
$4&l ,.-*, a,-r] is true in F iff the Galois group of K/F is G. We use a to 
denote the sequence a, ,..., a,-, . Let I/I(&) be the disjunction of the formulas 
&(a), G a non-abelian group of order n. Then the statement 
WW) - 4,w ” @>) if n is odd, 
w5w - 4Z”W ” dz*xz,W ” W)> if n = 2m 
(1) 
is true in F iff every abelian extension of F of degree n has group Z, (or 
Z, X Z,ifn =2m). 
Let D be a division algebra of dimension n2 over its center F. Set d = n2, 
and let x,, = 1, x1 ,..., x*-r be a basis for D over F. The constants yijk 
defined by 
d-l 
X& = c YiikXk (*) 
k=O 
completely determine the arithmetic of D. Conversely, given n6 constants 
yiik , (*) and the distributive law define a multiplication on the vector 
space F, . The following properties are elementary statements about the y& 
(a) this multiplication is associative; 
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(b) x0 is an identity; 
(4 every element has an inverse; 
(d) the center is Fx, . 
Suppose D is a crossed product (K, G,f) with K = F(0). We may take 
xt = Bi, i < n; this implies that: 
(e) if i < n - 1, ~r.~,~+~ = landyI,,,i=Oforj#~+l; 
(f) yisislc = 0 if i, j < 11 - 1 and K >, n; 
(g) Xn - ~r,~-r,~-rX~-l - ... - ~r,~-r,rX - ~r,+r,~ is an irreducible 
polynomial whose Galois group is G. Using the formulas d, and +o , condi- 
tions (a-g) can be formalized in a formula x,Jc& of field theory. The state- 
ment 
%,o,o ,-**> Cd-1,d-l,d-lXG(ciGJ (2) 
is true in a field F iff there is a division algebra with center F which is a 
crossed product with group G. 
The construction in Theorem 3 of [l] shows that there are infinitely 
many p s.t. statements (1) and (2) are true in Q, . Ax and Kochen have 
shown [2] that if 0 is an elementary statement of field theory, there is a 
finite set C of primes s.t. for all p $ C, 0 is true in Q, iff 0 is true in Z,{t}, 
the field of formal power series over Z, . Let 0 be the conjunction of statement 
(1) and statement (2) (with G = Z,); then there are infinitely many p s.t. 0 
is true in Z,{t}. For these p, the arguments of [3] imply that the ring of 
n x n generic matrices over .Z,(t} is not a crossed product. 
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